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Opinions
Editorial
A topic that often causes criticism in the journalism world
is liberal bias. A bias, without getting too technical, is
nothing more than favoring one side from the other.
However in journalism, the term is a lot harder to define
and practice. For many journalists, reporting objectively is
very difficult. It's a task that takes them away from their
comfort zone and makes them report the news accurately,
without choosing sides.
But as we've seen countless times on Fox News and in the
Los Angeles Times, reporters are always biased, one way or
the other.
Even at the college level, editors will sometimes choose
stories that appeal to their interests of those of the majority.
In the past, the Spectator, has been viewed as a newspaper
with a liberal bias. It has been said that we print stories
based on what's favorable to the liberal mindset of our staff
and students on campus.
When reporters across the country come face-to-face with
unpopular topics, they stash them on the back pages
between the personals and the obituaries. They ridicule
topics of religion, they back the environmentalists, they
stand behind the anti-tax cut propaganda, and they propose
gay rights as an American movement rather than a fact
laiden story.
As a result, many independent, conservative newspapers
are born to counter the liberal voices of the popular media.
They advertise in their writings that they are the
conservative voice of the American people, that the liberally
biased L.A. Times is closed-minded to all the issues that
surface everyday. Here at SU, the conservative paper is the
SU Review. According to their editors, the Spectator is a
liberally biased newspaper.
Maybe they are right. So why fight us when you can help
us create a stronger, unbiased newspaper that serves as a
source for news for the entire campus. The Spectator should
be a media source where every individual can express his or
her views to the student body. Let's have a paper that covers
all agendas, both conservative and liberal. Ifyou think
we're biased, than say something about it and submit it.
This paper is not about excluding students with radical
ideas; it's about reaching out and covering the best stories
on campus.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries re-
flect THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE
of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
Students prepared for vote
Katie Musselman
Guest Columnist
We both graduated from the same
high school in the same west-coast
liberal city. We both held the same
middle of theroad political views, if
any at all. So, when my best friend
left for college in Texas, while I
stayed in the Northwest, I wasn'tpre-
pared forher ultra conservative trans-
formation.
Many college students are prepar-
ing to vote thisNovember for the first
time in apresidential race. Due to the
recent efforts of the media to enlist
the 19 to 24 year old age bracket in
the voting arena, college students are
a juicy group for politicians to ap-
peal to. The minds are malleable, and
when motivated, the wills are strong
in the college campus scene.
Yet, interestingly many students
across the nation are ambiguous
when it comes to politics. Or are
they? I think that what comes across
as ambiguity in the student's case is
actually much more—a realistic and
careful consideration of theissues on
both sides of the presidential elec-
tion. Traditionally, college students
are the wild card in the deck of na-
tional voters due to their
unpredictability in staying com-
mitted to political issues over
time. While that may be true in
some cases, this year with more
encouragement to vote than ever
before, students are choosing a
political side, and sticking to it.
But in light of the fact that stu-
dents are fairly inexperienced in
weighing the political issues on
their own, where does the guid-
ance to choose a stance and a can-
didatecome from?
After watching my best friend
transformfrom politically liberal
to conservative with her move to
Texas, I decided that geography
probably had something to do
with it.
According to recent demo-
graphic polls on the New York
Times website, the majority of the
South and the Midwest are all
strongly for Bush, as is tradition-
ally the case. On the other hand,
the West Coast and the Northeast-
ern region of the US are strongly
for Kerry at this point.
Therefore, the college cam-
puses' political inclination should
coincide with that of the corre-
sponding regions. But after fur-
ther research, I found that to be
untrue. In an article from
CNN.com, Emory University in
Atlanta, Georgia(a state strongly
supporting Bush) reports that the
campus is mostly democratic.
In addition, it reports that there
is no distinction politically be-
tween students of Northern and
Southern states. In ourgeneration
of voters, political identity be-
tween regions is fading, and students
are more prepared and willing to ex-
amine and decipher the importance
of issues on their own.
Interestingly, you don't see stu-
dents on campuses around the na-
tion protesting or boldly voicing
their opinions either for or against
Bush or Kerry.
What I think students are doing
this election, due to the wake up call
instilled in our political conscious
after 9/11, is to look realistically at
the issues discussed by both politi-
cal poles in an equal light. College
students tend to be more liberal in
their political views, due to, in all
likelihood, the fact that theirprofes-
sors and peers on campus lean fur-
ther to the left.
In walking down the residence
halls at SU, I noticed that there are
Kerry signs posted in many win-
dows and on doors. I only noticed
two Bush stickers. A Republican at
SU is definitely a minority.
Therefore, it is obvious to me that,
with the example ofmy friend from
high school, the overall political feel
of the campus community influences
the stance students choose to take.
Ifyou take the middle of the road in
your political views, and your cam-
pus is leaning to the left, where is
your vote most likely to end up? The
political preference of a college
campus— derived from peers, pro-
fessors, and media—is what now
most influences students' vote.
Katie Masselman is a sophomore
journalism major. Sendfeedback
and comments to Katie at
musselma@ seattleu. edu
Low priority for Nobel Prize
Molly Layman
Guest Columnist
Irony: "An expression or utter-
ance marked by a deliberate.con-
trast between apparent and in-
tended meaning; a literary style
employing such contrasts for hu-
morous or rhetorical effect."
I think we all owe science a fa-
vor. I mean, who hasn't pulled the
old "Do you know how many shoes
it takes to reach the moon from
earth?" trick at a party when the
conversation gets dull?
Sometimes your enthusiasm
might be met with blank stares or
such responses as "Dude, science
is for nerds!" Nonetheless, yelling
this is far better than, "Did you
know I wet the bed until I was 15!"
Some people might argue that we
owe science a favor due to cures
for cancer or the wheel, but these
reasons aren't nearly as important
as party tricks.
So imagine my surprise the other
day when I heard about this new
awards show involving science.
Apparently, there's this
awards show, started in 1901 by
Alfred Nobel, called the "Nobel
Prize" and it gives props to sci-
ence. Not only do the winners
get shiny medals, they get
money too! Radical!
Upon doing more research, I
started to become distressed.
Why does no one talk about the
"Nobel Prize" unless some vis-
iting speaker has won one?
The "Oscars" gets a full sec-
tion in the newspaper and all it
gives us is bad jokes and rec-
ognition for the "sound engi-
neer." I mean, who cares about
the sound engineer? What could
he or she possibly do that's so
important for a movie? What-
ever.
The winners of an "Oscar" de-
vote a maximum of 10.5 years of
their life to their project, while
these "Nobel Prize" winners are
devoting thirty or more years in
order to win their awards. And
they use science!
So, I propose we start talking
more about these "Nobel Prize"
winners, and scientists in general.
It's imperative. Who do you
think is going to save you when
a five million square mile aster-
oid comes hurtling towards
earth? Who do you think pos-
sesses the knowledge to quell an
invasion of the body snatchers?
It's going to be scientists. I
know some naysayers are going to
try and argue we're "oversciencing"
the world already. They'll say things
like, "science is only going to lead
"Pay attention to the
Nobel Prize; it's impor-
tant even if the media
doesn't feel it's glamor-
ous enough to become sy-
cophantic over."
to a world of deformed frogs" and
"people with two sets of arms," but
who couldn't use an extra set of
arms? Just learn how to sew and
problem solved!
And what have frogs ever done
for you other than "support the eco-
system," c'mon. If I can't buy one
on television, what use is it to me,
really?
In conclusion, everyone, get out
there and embrace some science. I
don't want to hear excuses like,
"Scientists don't wear gold lame
dresses, so why should I care about
them?"
Pay attention to the "Nobel
Prize;" it's important even if the
media doesn't feel it's glamorous
enough to become sycophantic over.
Molly Layman is a sophomore pre-
major. Sendfeedbackand
comments to Molly at
laymanm @seattleu. edu
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Sexual orientation discrimination policy flawed
Colleen Schmidt
GSA Education Committee Head
One day, as an officer of the Gay-
Straight Alliance (GSA) I decided that I
should double check the student hand-
book and the discrimination policy at SU
to make sure that discrimination based
on sexual orientation was not tolerated.
1 was super happy to find the Code of
Student Conduct (3.3.1) specifically
states that harassment or discrimination
based on sexual orientation is not to be
tolerated. I also found that if I wanted
to be employed by the university I would
not be discriminated based on my sexual
(or political) orientation.
I was a very happy camper to see these
items in print. I walked away from the
computer with a sense of satisfaction,
thinking "Gee, that's great that SU
thought to put that into writing."
However, the more I thought about it,
the more unsettling it became to me. A
creeping sense overwhelmed me within
a few hours and I realized it was... hy-
pocrisy.
Here is how I see it. SU has done a lot
in supporting ideas of "personhood" and
promoting an all inclusive environment,
regardless of sexual orientation.
The part that my simple mind could
not understand is how SU can say it does
not discriminate based on "sexual ori-
entation," but at the same time what does
SU do to support these statements of
inclusiveness, at least on a structural
level? It does the talk, but does it do the
walk?
Let's start with the definition of dis-
crimination coming straight from
websters.com. Discrimination is treat-
ment or consideration based on class or
category rather than individual merit. (I
just wanted to get that out of the way).
Now here's my line of reasoning why
SU is a little hypocritical. SU does not
support same-sex benefits.
Unlike many institutions in the North-
west, SU refuses to acknowledge a rela-
tionship between same-sex partners and
refuses to allow them to have benefits.
Aside from benefits, Resident Director's
are unable to have partners live-in with
them, unless married.
So, if I have a sexual orientation, other
than heterosexual, but I work at the uni-
versity I will not be discriminated
against. Oh, but I can't have the same
benefits as everyone else? To my simple
mind, it seems like discrimination.
I'm not heterosexual, so I can't have
what others have....but I'm not discrimi-
nated against? Humm... seems confus-
ing to me.
As a student, one of the best venues
of support regarding sexual orientation
is the Campus Ministry department that
is very supportive of people with gen-
der/sexual orientation questions.
I know that this first statement is true.
However, I find it very paradoxical that
because of our Catholic/Jesuit affiliation
we can not give SU community mem-
bers our highest level of support, which
is recognizing them officially with ben-
efits or even that a partnership is valid.
SU uses its Catholic/Jesuit affiliation as
a justification for discrimination.
Now let's suppose my roommate and
I are having a few differences and she
wants to move out because I'm gay. Is
my roommate allowed to move out be-
cause I'm gay?
No, not according to the Student Code
of Conduct (3.3.1) which indicates that
a student cannot discriminate based on
sexual orientation. I'm sure that once my
roommate goes to the Resident Direc-
tor, the RD will point out the non-dis-
crimination policy and act accordingly
to support me and my sexual orientation.
However, let's suppose the same RD
wants to have their partner live-in with
him/her. Ironically, that RD can't be-
cause he/she is gay and SU won't rec-
ognize their partner. It seems hypocriti-
cal to me.
Here's my FINAL hypothetical situa-
tion. I'm a Catholic heterosexual guy,
there's a gay kid in my class, and I hap-
pen to leave a pretty mean note on his
notebook when he goes to the bathroom.
I get caught and eventually end up in my
conduct hearing. The person across from
me is telling me I'm in violation of sec-
tion 3.3.1 of the Student Code of Con-
duct, which means that I shouldn't have
picked on the gay kid.
It's hard for me to understand why it's
such a big deal in the first place, after
all, I'm Catholic, and I'm at a school
that won't recognize those gays with
rights.
Sure, my final hypothetical situation
is entirely foreign to me. Yet it's prob-
ably the most important one to me.
Mainly because I believe it to be the one
that occurs the most often. What kind
of messages do we send to both hetero
and LGBT/Queer students when the uni-
versity has a mixed stance on something
of this nature? We all know (or should)
that discrimination should not be toler-
ated under any circumstances, our poli-
cies speak to this. Unfortunately SU
doesn't fully support that policy in its
actions.
I'll be honest in clarifying a few facts.
Do a majority of universities in the U.S.
have same-sex benefits? According to
the Human Rights Campaign, approx.
273 colleges and universities currently
offer same sex benefits.
I sometimes like to think that as an in-
stitution committed to social progress
and the reduction of discrimination in
the world, SU might have taken more
action to help stop discrimination
against people who identify as LGBT/
Queer. I'm slowly realizing that a few
words in a handbook and employment
policy are not enough to constitute all
the action that needs to be taken.
I'd like to end by pointing out that
Housing and Residence Life, OMSA,
and Campus Ministry are AWESOME
support networks for individuals with
LGBT/Queer issues, concerns, or ques-
tions.
It's hard for me to feel entirely com-
fortable knowing that the networks de-
signed to support my fellow students
aren't supported by the university in rec-
ognizing their member's own possible
sexual orientations. All and all, it seems
a little hypocritical to me.
Colleen Schmidt is the Social Justice
Coordinator/Graduate Resident Director at
the University ofPuget Sound. She is
currently a graduate student at SU. Send
comments andfeedback to Colleenat
Cmschmidt @ups. edu
Letter to the Editor: Faculty responds to recent
article by SU Alum criticizing Fr. Coleman, SJ.
Jim Sawyer, Ph.D.
College ofArts & Sciences -
Institute ofPublic Service
Alumnus Jim Quigg (The Spectator,
October 7) attacked Fr. John A. Coleman
S.J. of Loyola Marymount University
even before Fr. Coleman arrives on cam-
pus Oct. 14 to present the role of reli-
gion in the political process.
It appears Quigg favors laissez-faire
capitalism, an eighteenth century doc-
trine in which government's reach is se-
verely limited.
He wants a sheriff to protect his prop-
erty and his life, a court system to pros-
ecute the bad guys, and of course strong
national defense consistent with Repub-
lican Party values, and little else. Why,
with the army and police to maintain
security, he asks, should Americans rely
on national institutions (e.g. social se-
curity, unemployment insurance) instead
of themselves to solve social problems?
Quigg intimates it is the less intelli-
gent Democrats who favor such institu-
tions with national reach. Smarter Re-
publicans, on the other hand, favor in-
dividualistic approaches.
Although the term had largely been
mothballed several decades ago, Social
Darwinism appears to describe Quigg's
vision. That is, he would create a world
in which the most adaptive to global cor-
porate capitalism survive and thrive.
Those who are less adaptive either
sink or become dependent on the char-
ity of others, since in his plan the tax-
payer-funded social safety net would be
completely gutted. Children, for in-
stance, would be among those most ex-
posed, unless of course their parents
adhere to the values he supports, and
their families are not visited by misfor-
tune.
One wonders, for instance, about
eliminating the protective function of
the state that guards against violence
perpetrated against children. Ofcourse,
children are only the tip of the iceberg
of vulnerabilities among society's weak-
est and most marginalized that Quigg's
plan would lay bare.
Perhaps Jim Quigg is unaware of the
historical basis of his argument in the
Great Depression seven decades ago.
Unemployment reached 25 percent for
much of the 1930'5. Under the leader-
ship of Democratic President Franklin
D. Roosevelt, the social safety net as we
know it was created, including state-pro-
vided child welfare and old age assis-
tance.
These programs, innovative in their
time, were opposed by laissez-faire
economists who argued their creation
would prolong hardship by fostering
dependency, therefore precluding mar-
ket equilibrium.
Equilibrium is a concept that laissez-
faire economists borrowed from physi-
cists. Adam Smith, the father of eco-
nomics, was four years old when the
great physical scientist Isaac Newton
died, and Newton's legacy left a deep
impression.
Smith and his followers sought to dis-
cern equilibrium in commerce, analo-
gous to the order that Newton described
in nature. Equilibrium at the hands of
laissez-faire economists assumed the
lofty status of a presumed natural law
in which, they supposed, firms and
households exist in some orderly rela-
tionship.
Always discerning correctly the intent
of the other, then, it is only natural for
firms to buy all of the labor of house-
holds, and for households to buy all of
the goods produced by firms.
The problem, of course, is that ugly
reality intervened, and with it, the natu-
ral law status of the equilibrium concept
was undermined. Laissez-faire econo-
mists lost control of their profession in
the mid-20'h Century as disequilibrium
became the predominant view. There is
a profound story here. It is that even
science is dependent upon myths or sto-
ries about how the world works.
The orthodox story of equilibrium was
undermined by tragic reality. When sci-
ence loses its ability to explain or pre-
dict, then it must change its enabling
story and it must change its course.
So what is the conclusion? It is that
even economic science relies upon sto-
ries to portray how the world works.
Jim Quigg and others like him want
to reinstate a story prescribing that the
world should work in an orderly way and
that simply, if we follow their vision,
mortal problems will abate. It is a story
based more upon personal vision than
scientific inquiry.
One is only smarter in Quigg's sense,
then, when one adopts the story that is
consistent with reality as it presents it-
self.
Jim Quigg believes he has found a
better story. He would do well to tell
us, however, that he is not necessarily
smarter.
He is telling us a story he believes in,
but it is not necessarily the right story.
Jim Sawyer, Ph.D., works in the Institute of
Public Service, he is an associate professor,
and he is also theLouis B. Gaffney Chair
ofArts and Sciences. Sendfeedbackand
comments to Dr. Sawyer at
jsawyer@seattleu.edu
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Teresa Heinz Kerry rallies Seattle Democrats
Laura Peach
Guest Writer
On Wednesday, Oct. 6, several hundred women and a few
men lined the sidewalk outside the Seattle Central Commu-
nity College armed with blue Kerry-Edwards buttons, signs
and paper tickets printed off the internet that allowed them
to see one of the most prominent women in the media today.
Teresa Heinz Kerry, wife of presidential candidate John
Kerry, graced the smallplatform inside and mesmerized an
excited group of Seattlites. After climbing a flight of stairs
and emerging into a bright gymnasium, the women chat-
tered about the upcoming election and the latest sale at
Nordstrom.
MartinaTam and John Eorges, both freshmen pre-majors
at Seattle University, stood alongside the overwhelmingly
female crowd to listen to Heinz deliver her speech.
After several minutes, the conversation was replaced by
the sound of drums and song as a groupofUgandan dancers
took the stage. In their vibrant traditional costumes, com-
plete with feathered bottoms, they proceeded to instill a
festive mood in the crowd,with synchronized swaying and
clapping. As the beat intensified, people began to applaud.
The choice ofperformance was perhaps an effort to empa-
thize Heinz's African heritage, as she was born in
Mozambique.
Seattle Central president Dr. Mildred Ollee, a Seattle Uni-
versity graduate, hailed the main speaker as a notedphilan-
thropist for her environmental and humanitarian work with
the Heinz foundations, and a sister in the sprit of freedom.
Ollee then spoke for several minutes on the importance
of community colleges, and noted specific characteristics
of Seattle Central.
Pam Bates, the Washington Women for Kerry coordina-
tor, succeeded Ollee and mentioned the previous night's
Vice-Presidential debate, praising John Edwards as a "pic-
ture of hope overwhelming a portrait offear." She stressed
that this is the "most important election of our lifetime,"
and that "everything that matters is on the line in this elec-
tion."
Another notable speaker was quite differentfrom the oth-
ers on stage that day — because she will not be voting on
Nov. 2. Ten-year-old Nicole, who has presidential aspira-
tions herself, stated that she would like to grow up in a soci-
ety where all girls were treated fairly.
She said that John Kerry had met her and wished her luck
on her future campaign trail, then went on to describe him
as someone who "cares what people say and what people
think." Then she said, "I think that it's time tochange things
and I think John Kerry can do that."
Dr. Mona Lake Jones, theKing County poet laureate, read
a poem about the women of Seattle and the environment
and, of course, their dedication to voting for Kerry.
When Heinz entered, the room resonated with applause
and cheers. Homemade posters were held up throughout the
crowd. Heinz basked in the applause for a few moments,
pressing her hands to her heart and blowing kisses to the
crowd.
She then stepped up to the podium and said, "It's over-
whelming - Seattle is always overwhelming. I really feel
good when I come here."
Heinz talked about her experiences on the campaign trail
and stated that campaigns should be about conversations.
She asserted that the world was made scarier by actions we
have takenand those we did
not take. Heinz addressed
environmental issues and
talked specifically about
how the world's global
warming treaty was "dead on
arrival" in America. She then
addressed the Middle East
conflict, saying that it was
essential to separate 9/11,
Osama Bin Laden and Af-
ghanistan from Iraq and
Saddam Hussein. She sug-
gested theimportance ofget-
ting the National Guardand
reserves back home.
"We want to help people
become free, but destroying
who they are is not the way
to do it," said Heinz, speak-
ing of the Iraqi issue.
Teresa went on to talk
about security and
healthcare.
"It is unforgivable that
Americans lose their jobsbe-
cause of the cost of healthcare," declared Heinz.
She thenbroached a much different topic - new frontiers.
Among the list ofscience and environmental issues, her men-
tion of alternative sources of energy prompted an energetic
response from the audience.
She was looking forward to starting a "national conversa-
tion of hope and handwork."
Heinz concluded her speech by stating that her husband
would "makeAmerica a nation that is strong, but not threat-
ening; compassionate, and not condescending; and proud,
but not arrogant," and then retreated from the stage after
more applause.
"Therally was mostly an energy thing. With all the pro-
Kerry people there, it got me all excited to vote," said Tam.
"She was a very sincere speaker, and I'm glad she recog-
nized the necessity to have a middle-ground [for America].
Borges agreed that Heinz was a sincere speaker and added,
"She would represent the country really well if she were
first lady."
National Coming Out
Week is not over yet
Photo byWilliam Hurd
Maury Bruhn (bottom Left), freshman English major; Chris Rock (bottom right),
senior sociology major; Craig Brownson (top Left), senior philosophy and English
major; Joey Angel (middle), senior theology pre-med major; and Jarrod Jones
(top right), junior communication major, sit at Triangle Club's "Queer Table of






Government leadership, consumer education
possible steps toward national energy policy
American energy consumption, the
worldwide environmental crisis and
America's lack of political leadership in
dealing with these issues was the theme
of a panel discussion titled, "The People
Speak: A Discussion ofAmerica's role in
the World" held at the UniversityofWash-
ington Oct. 4, 2004.
The event began at 7p.m with a packed
house. The 90-minute, non-partisan pro-
gram started with questions from the mod-
erator, ABC news correspondent Eric
Homg, before taking questions from the
audience.
The People Speak, an organization
founded by the United Nations Founda-
tion in 2003, hosted the panel last Mon-
day night in order to educate the public
on the urgency of the current and ongoing
environmentaland energy crises. Its main
function serves to provide a forum where
Americans can discuss policy issues con-
cerning their future.
One key concern revolved around the
fact that just talking about ways to pre-
serve the environment and conserve en-
ergy are not working.
In response to Homg's question about
what kind of national energy policy the
current administration has in effect in case
ofan energy crisis, Bill Ruckeslhaus, pan-
elist and chairman of the World Resources
Institute in Washington, D.C. answered,
"They don't have one."
According to Ruckeslhaus, the U.S.
does not have a policy because no one can
agree on what the policy should contain.
In order for there to be a policy that has
any hope of succeeding, a major discus-
sion would have to take place, where it
would be recognized that there are many
viewpoints concerning what is considered
a crisis.
According to ErnestMoniz another pan-
elist and physics professor at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, "Com-
ing up with an energy policy wouldbe dif-
ficult because the policy doesn't split
alongparty lines, but along regional lines."
Then panelists were asked, "Whatkind
of leadership is necessary to deal with the
energy problem?"
According to Sandra Archibald, the
third and final panelist and current dean
of the Daniel J. Evans School of Public
Affairs at the University of Washington,
"The political will justhasn't been there."
It is not just thepolitical leaders, though.
While it is the government's responsibil-
ity to instruct, it is also theresponsibility
ofconsumers to look out for their own in-
terest.
"Consumers make these choices,"
statedArchibald. According to Archibald,
consumers choose to invest in goods and
continue to make profit, but they do not
realize the consequences of theirpersonal
gain.
When panelists were asked whatpeople
can do now to ensure a better world for
future generations, leadership was once
again mentioned- but even more impor-
tant is education.
"Wecan affect thefuture energydemand
through education," stated Archibald.
She believes that if we teach our chil-
dren about the importance of preserving
the environment and conserving energy,
then these children who we look to, to be
our future leaders will know how to take
care of the planet and ensure it for other
generations.
With a knowledge of what couldbe, the
government could ensure that everyone
does theirpart, but only if the government
takesan activerole and leads from example.
"It's about having a strategic vision.
Telling people where we got to go and how
we're going to get there," said Moniz.
Because of the status that the United
States carries, it is in an ideal position to
be an example to the world.
"Leadership [is] thrust upon us by the
power that we possess," stated
Ruckeslhaus. "It is up to the government
to use that leadership and make a better
world forpeople."
Erika Tyler, sophomore environmental
engineering major, attended thepanel dis-
cussion because ofher interest in the en-
vironment, although there were some
points she didn't agree on.
She didn't like the fact that the panel-
ists did not appear to be nonpartisan, but
Tyler did agree that the government needs
to take a more active role in this issue.
"It's crucial that we come up with an
energy plan, based upon a renewable en-
ergy source, that is cost effective," stated
Tyler. "We need our leaders to make [the
energy crisis] a top priority, and inform




Author speaks to students, criticizes welfare system
Meyling Siu-Miranda
Features Editor
New York Times writer and two-time Pulitzer Prize final-
ist, Jason DeParle discussed his book titled, "American
Dream: Three Women, Ten Kids, and a Nation's Drive to
End Welfare," in frontof a crowded Wyckoffauditorium last
Monday Oct. 4 as part of a national tour.
The College of Arts and Sciences, Center for Nonprofit
Leadership, Social Work Program, College Events Commit-
tee and Seattle Jobs Initiative sponsored the event, which
was followed by a reception and a book signing.
DeParle devided the title for his book from Bill Clinton's
vows to "end welfare as we know it" in 1992. Clinton's
words, DeParle argued, "took a life of their own," for six
years later the Congress sent nine million women and chil-
dren off welfare rolls.
Drawing on more than a decade ofreporting, DeParle de-
picts the gritty reality ofAmerican social policy. In a sensi-
tive narrative, he weaves the lives of three Milwaukee women
in one extended family: Angela Jobe, a mother of three work-
ing as a nursing aid; and her two cousins, JewellReed, strug-
gling to support her own children, and Opal Caples, whose
cocaine addiction goes long unnoticedby thevery case work-
ers who were supposed to help her.
"My book is an account ofwhathappened to these women,
it's not a manifesto about what to do with poverty in
America," DeParle said.
DeParle's interest in welfare sparked when he joined the
New York Times and was assigned to cover anti-poverty
policy in 1989. Combining a real understanding of public
policy and its political context, he examines the celebrated
yet controversial welfare reform of Governor Tommy Th-
ompson.
Throughout his book, DeParle, who views welfarereform
as a political dead-end and calls Milwaukee, "the end-wel-
fare capital of the world," details these three women's eco-
nomic hardship and struggles with childcare, domestic vio-
lence, drugs and hunger. He denounces welfare agencies' fi-
nancial waste and scandals involving case workers, who
chased clients for sex and drug schemes or demanded favors
from clients.
"It's a stain in our collective consciousness that we can
have women like these taking care of our parents at nursing
homes, yet going home hungry and with their wages gar-
nished," DeParle noted.
DeParle pointed out that most people think that the idea of
a mother working her way off welfare would be up-lifting,
yet it only adds more pressure on the family.
"The notion that a low-wage single mother is going to trans-
form herselfand be a role model for her kids does not embody
thereal image,"he said. "It's much more complicated than that."
Laura Escalona-Flores, junior social work major, agrees.
"I don't think welfare is an answer to many people. Wel-
fare turned them into some sort ofstereotypes —people would
say 'they're just taking advantage of the system,' but really
the system is taking advantage of them, as well," she said.
DeParle also criticized the limits ofa social reform, which
only focuses on one gender. Although the welfare program
encouraged women to return to the workforce, many men
were left behind. DeParle explained that as these three Mil-
waukee women yearned for a stable relationship, and their
children hoped for a father. This family, he said, sought for
the economic and emotional support of a man.
However, DeParle regards this Milwaukee family journey
as a hopeful story.
"I saw hope in theirresourcefulness, creativity and capac-
ity. Angela never saw herself as hanging on something," he
said.
DeParle pointed out that there can also be hope in the gov-
ernment.
"I think the government can be rehabilitative, a construc-
tive force. But it's scandalous that both candidates have ig-
nored this issue," DeParle stated.
"There is a block today. Presidential candidates aren't re-
ally taking this matter seriously, yet we have to shed light on
these issues," Escalona-Flores added.
Although the book does not push for an agenda or pro-
gram, DeParle believes that welfare recipients, who get into
playing jobs and off the rolls, are in need ofan ongoing and
expanding set ofsupport to achieve complete self-sufficiency.
Such support, he argued, should include more training and
after-school care for children. Public policy should also fo-
cus on men, for they can provide extra income and help to
many families.
Despite his critical analysis of the welfare program,
DeParle highlighted he does not wish to bring more ideo-
logically charged debate, but rather have readers care about
the issue.
"I hope that people of different convictions will be inter-
ested in the stories. I hope that they care more than I hope
they adopt any particular public policy," he said. "Indiffer-
ence is the enemy I'm after."
Photo by Trisha Leonard
Jason DeParle, author and New York Times
writer, autographs a book after speaking in
Wyckoff Auditorium.
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10/4 At approximately 4:50 p.m. CPS staffreceived a report 10/7 At approximately 11:30p.m. CPS staffreceived a tele-
■ • Jr of a Hispanic male who walked into the women's restroom phone call from a student resident reporting two males in a
_ — in the Field House. A woman student recognized the indi- fight in the hallway of the resident hall. CPS officers re-
MM* Mm t. % vidual from the neighborhood she lives in, east of campus, sponded and witnesses pointed out the two males who had
and he appeared to have difficulty communicating. CPS and been fighting. CPS officers came to learn a roommate wanted
~
.. • . SPD officerscontacted the Hispanic male, approximately five to go to bed while the other roommate wanted to continue
StdnditlD <vPEHHI feet eight inches tall, 140 pounds, thin build, black hair and playing computer games with a non-student guest who was
approximately 24 years of age, and confirmed his identity, visiting. The roommate wanting to sleep commented to a
Proud gKa idfti The individual was given a criminal trespass warning and student resident next door and the neighbor contacted theescorted from university property. "Escorted" sounds so persons playing the computer game, which resulted in an
Mry much better than "kicked-out" escalating situation and a physical confrontation. A resident
-p. .I. Jf advisor witnessed some of the fight and SPD officers wereI rPVUIIing 10/5 At approximately 9:15 p.m. CPS staffreceived a report contacted. The visitor was issued a criminal trespass warn-
pxrj 1 yr - of a stolen bike from a resident. The victim reported secur- ing and escorted ofcampus. The incident was forwarded to"VCi m— ing his/her bike to a rack at the north entryway on 10/1. Upon the student conduct system. The best way to switch roont-
W&SK. 9
*
returning 10/5 the victim discovered his/her bike cable lock mates in the middleof the quarter...
JnSKbJ/ V ' A&yZX and bike had been taken. The bike was valued at approxi-/■'•JuKMrH V mately 375 dollars. Advice: don't leave a bike unattended 10/8 At approximately 7 a.m. CPS officers on patrol spotted
j Ki y for over an hour in thispart of town, let alone four days, a suspicious behaving individual near a bike rack. The per-
I 9 viL 1 unless it is attached to an alarm system. son of interest noticed the CPS officers and tossed an itemAfek . WHii Ii . into nearby bushes and headed off campus. CPS staffstarted
'0/7 At approximately 12:20 p.m. CPS staffreceived a call tracking the individual, while another officer found the axe
■ from a university administratorwhoreported a colleague had handle the suspect threw in the bushes. The suspect had been
M xjr tripped and fallen on the mall (that would be the walkways trying to pry a lock open. The suspect climbed over a retain-
_
: I "111 on campus). CPS staff responded and the victim stood up ing wall into the Providence Hospital campus. SPD officers
UUY J #T , and reported having a sore ankle and some abrasions, but were notified and an area check did not locate the suspect.
yery W WfL, rf otherwise said she was okay. It's important to liftyourfeet Does anyone see a recurring theme here?
Own I jf I§J ;|j 10/9 At approximately 1 a.m. CPS staff received a report
w /vM R 10/7 At approximately 7:45 a.m. CPS staffon patrol spotted that a woman visiting a student hit her head on a VCR-TV
: ImSW' a bike that looked like it was tampered with. The cable lock stand in the lounge. CPS staffand SFD Aid Unit respondedjjjl ' ISfe ? was partially cut. CPS staffattached a CPS U-Bolt lock and and found the victim on the 11th floor lounge. SFD medics
/ 1 fit " further secured the bike. The owner later contacted CPS staff checked the victim whoreported being dizzy and weak. SFDJtaUvCvvUa ® I 1 and the U-Bolt was removed and the damaged lock exam- medics recommended the victim get examined by a doctor.
fyx/, I Iv. /I r ined by the owner. The victim was transported to a local hospital for follow-up
V Xw fy |>S Jl " D° any bike locks work these days? medical treatment.
Pe&C6 w/ I |9ml I always knew TV was badforyou.■Knl I 10/7At approximately 7:10 p.m. CPS staffreceived a call
4 USI from a studentreporting an auto prowl. CPS staffresponded 10/10 Atapproximately 1 a.m. CPS staffreceived a call from■ V S and met the victim near the library. The victim reported leav- an RA who said an unknown male had called her room, re-
"v ing his vehicle at approximately 10 a.m. and returned about porting their was fecal matter smeared in a shower area of
—^'T'
"
'—■ " 7 p.m. where he discovered someone had entered the vehicle the men's restroom. CPS staffresponded and found the mess
n__J. I i C i~9 rVi |,|»- and taken the car stereo. No signs offorced entry were found, in a shower area. The restroom was closed off and residentg frW| J J T-vj' ■ The stereo was valued at approximately 475 dollars. housekeeping cleaned and sanitized the area.
. . I wish I could afford a stereo that expensive... but first I And then the wholefloorpaid a couple hundred dollars,keepm it secure need a car to put it in. plus cleaning fee.
Bon Appetit dishes up some new improvements
J. Jacob Edel
Guest Writer
Studies show, and many upper classmen know, in-com-
ing freshmen often gain weight their first year ofcollege. It
is the notorious "freshman 15"and for some students it may
only take as little as an additional 210 calories a day. That's
a 99-cent bag of chips.
Bon Appetit, Seattle University's dining service, has made
some changes this year, some of which might help students
to stay healthy - and keep from gaining unwanted pounds.
Starting this year, Bon Appetit reports to the Office of
Student Development. Student Development is a division
of Seattle University that works with students to improve
student life. According to its website, Student Development
"provides programs, services and activities to assist students
in developing the competencies, skills and values needed to
lead and serve in a diverse and changing world."
The offices for Bon Appetit and Student Development are
both located in the Student Center. Vice president ofstudent
development, Tim Leary, stated that he meets with food ser-
vice director, Buzz Hofford, every week.
"This move made more efficiency," Leary said. "We're
pretty connected, have a good partnership and have better
responses this way," he added.
So, how is Bon Appetit responding to student demands?
According to Jim Cooley, executive chef, Bon Appetit is
now dishing up healthier food.
"This year we have something vegetarian or vegan at ev-
ery station and we use all natural beef, hormone and antibi-
otic free chicken and natural pork products," Cooley ex-
plained.
Cooley also mentioned that Bon Appetit is trying to get
more certified organic vegetables for the salad bar.
Andrea Larsen, sophomore social work major, has mixed
feelings about Bon Appetit's effort to provide for a wide
variety of tastes.
"It's really nice thatBon Appetit caters to differentpeople's
tastes, like those who don't eat meat and those who are more
conscience ofwhat they eat," Larsen said. "The only prob-
lem with that is that a lot of the food ends up being bland.
Like the other day my friend asked the guy at East Wind
why they don't put very many things in the fried rice. He
said that they make it different every timebut that that they
don't put egg or meat in it so they can cater to vegans, and
not everyone likes some of the vegetables he would nor-
mally put in it."
Bon Appetit places a lot of emphasis on serving whole-
some food, and some may wonder how important it really is
for students to eat healthy. According to Sharon Jensen,
nursing professor, the food you eat now impacts you later in
life.
"Bad diets may result in cardiovascular disease, stroke,
high blood pressure, cancer and diabetes," Jensen said.
Studies show thatregardless ofstudent demands, the best
selling items remain to be the epitome of unwholesome.
Pizza, burgers, fries and chicken strips are the best selling
items in colleges across the country. Bon Appetit offers a
lai;ge variety of other items, so perhaps students won't be
tempted to eat unhealthy food items.
Elizabeth Peeler, freshman art history major, appreciates
Bon Appetit's variety of food and thinks it is important that
health-conscious choices are offered.
"It totally matters that [Bon Appetit] has healthy food,"
began Peeler. "I have friends in other states, and all they do
is complain about the food at their school. They have the
usual, traditionaldining room food like chicken sandwiches
and hamburgers and we have tofu teriyaki bowls. I think
it's really cool."
Peeler points out another way in which Bon Appetit dif-
fers from other food services.
"One thing that is so different about [Bon Appetit] is that
nothing is under heat lamps. It's almost all freshly made
right in front of you."
Larsen also believes Bon Appetit sets itself apart from the
conventional cafeteria-style layout.
"Most food services don't offer steak, sushi, pasta, sand-
wiches and lasagna all in one place," said Larsen. "Most
places wouldn't serve low-carb bread just for those few
people who are on the Atkins diet."
If students want to see more changes at Bon Appetit they
can speak with a number of people open to good ideas.
Cooley periodically walks throughout the dining area and
asks students for input. If students want something new on
the menu, he is the person to talk to.
"I am always in thekitchen and students can come see me
anytime about anything they want," Cooley said. "Just come
in the back and ask for Jim."
In addition, Leary welcomes any student to visit the Of-
fice of Student Development in the Student Center. He will
report all suggestions to Bon Appetit.
Students can also speak withBuzz Hofford, food service
director. His office is on the third floor of the Student Cen-
ter near the elevators.
"It's impossible to please everyone, but I think there can
be a balance," said Larsen. "We have pretty good food pro-
gram here [at SU] and it's cool that Bon Appetit welcomes
student input."
Photo byWilliam Hurd
Cherry Street, Bon Appetit's main food
venue on campus, provides anything
from sandwiches to sushi.
Record enrollment incites capacity issues
Kevin Curley
Opinion Editor
Enrollment hit an all-time high this year
with more than 1800 new students attending
graduate and undergraduate classes, accord-
ing to an official report released on Friday.
The report, released by the provost's of-
fice, detailed a nine percent increase in fresh-
man from last fall and a three percent overall
growth throughout the campus. The new
freshman class of 722 students is a record
for Seattle University.
However, therecent growth ofstudents to
the University has caused some capacity is-
sues. Parking availability, classroom sizes,
faculty space and the residence halls have
all been affected in some way due to the in-
crease in students.
Some students, especially juniors and se-
niors, are concerned that the increase ofstu-
dents will take away from the school they at-
tended two years ago. In the past, students
have been drawn to the small campus that
promotes small class sizes. According to se-
nioruniversity officials, the executive admin-
istrative staff is working out possible capac-
ity issues that may arise in the next few years.
The faculty has also grown with the large
amount of new students. Additional posi-
tions have been added, professors have been
hired and new classes have been posted for
students to choose from. However, the build-
ings used for faculty offices are limited and
SU planners are looking for new classroom
andoffice space to accommodate the growth.
Dr. Susan Seeker, university provost, noted
that planning officials are looking closely at
possible growth concerns and solutions. Ac-
cording to Seeker, Fr. Sundborg will present
a final plan to the Board ofTrustees in Feb-
ruary.
Another issue that has arisen this year is
the limited amount ofparking spaces avail-
able to students. Many of the students attend-
ing Seattle University live off-campus and
commute daily to school.
A number ofcommuter students have had
to arrive to campus early to ensure they will
get a parking spot and get to class on time.
To relieve the stress offinding a parking spot
in either the Murphy parking garage or the
Broadway parking garage, campus public
safety installed a parking monitor system for
both garages over the summer.
The system is designed to monitor the
number ofparking spaces available on each
floor of the garages.
"With this new system, we hope that
students will be able to reduce the time
spent searching through each level of
the parking garage for that one avail-
able parking spot," Mike Sletten, di-
rector of campus public safety, said.
Although the system does work in
both garages, it does make mistakes. The
system often displays open levels, when in
fact, the only open spot is a handicap park-
ing space.
But, as Sletten remarked, "All the bugs
aren't worked out yet, but overall it has re-
duced the amount of time students spend in
the garages."
One area that has not been directly af-
fected, but may be in the next few years, is
the capacity of the residence halls, includ-
ing the Murphy Apartments. According to
the housing and residence life office, theresi-
dence halls were 98 percent full at the be-
ginning of school.
Bryan Gould, assistant director of hous-
ing and residence life, commented that the
final capacity numbers would not be released
until next week. Gould said that every quar-
ter, housing and residence life conducts a 10-
day census that tallies the exact number of
students, both graduate and undergraduate,
living in the dormitories and apartments. Al-
though Gould said that they are almost at ca-
pacity, they hope that the amount ofstudents
living in the dormitories increases.
"We would like to house as many students
as possible ... It adds to a student's devel-
opment on campus and positively impacts
their campus life," Gould said.
Although there are many capacity issues
that the university must deal with the next
couple ofmonths, Seeker wanted to empha-
size that the growth is very positive for Se-
attle University.
"We are now seeing that Seattle Univer-
sity is becoming a first-choice school for
incoming freshman," Seeker emphasized.
"This is a real exciting time, not only for the
faculty, but for all students attending our
school."
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David Madsen was as
Father Jack Bentz, S.J., in the
picture for the Holy
welcomes all and blesses the new
school year" last week's
Professor accepts book contract:
Dr. Gabriella Gutierrez y Muhs explores the nature of
"cultural exile" of Chicana and Chilena authors
Molly Cevasco
Guest Writer
Dr. Gabriella Gutierrezy Muhs, assistant professor
in the modern languages and women's studies depart-
ments, has accepted a contract with Lexington Books
for her book "Chicanas, Chilenas, and Other Cultural
Exiles."
Due out some time between 2006 and 2007, the
book studies how Chilean andChicana female authors
retain their identity when faced with cultural exile or
boundaries based on gender, race, class or religion.
Of special focus are the written works of Chilenas
living in Chile under the Pinochet dictatorship. The
book will explorehow these women managed to reach
the public through difficult avenues for distributing
their literature, oftentimes afraid ofa regime that had
made so many people "disappear" in the early 19705,
Gutierrez y Muhs gives examples such as a woman
selling bags ofbeans with poetry hidden inside, and
the efforts of author Pia Barrios, who distributes her
microcuentos, or short stories, withinhandmade boxes.
Gutierrez y Muhs parallels the experiences of Chil-
ean authors under the Pinochet regime, in particular,
with the exclusionary experiences Chicana authors
have endured because of linguistic, social or cultural
barriers.
For Gutierrez y Muhs, the interest in cultural exile
is nothing new. A Chicana raised in a migrant farm
worker family, she went to France at age 18 to study
with female Argentinean and Chileans living in exile.
Later, she received her Ph.D. from Stanford Univer-
sity. She relies strongly on these and other experi-
ences for her written work.
"This analysis began in my teens because I had lived
a migrant life. I wanted to carry that identity without
having to carry the physical aspect of it...[Women in
exile] carry theirs through the word," said Gutierrez
y Muhs, explaining the importance ofa "portable iden-
tity" for those in exile.
She also says her book will add to the growing field
ofChicano studies that is becoming a global theme in
academia. Gutierrez y Muhs hopes to add to the suc-
cess of Chicano literature, recently highlighted by
authors such as Sandra Cisneros. Cisneros wrote sev-
eral books that have helped boost the popularity of
Hispanic writing in general. Herwidely admired, "The
House on Mango Street" has widened the audience
for Hispanic literature, especially with its "Spanglish"
writing. Gutierrez y Muhs credits Cisernos' 2002
"Caramelo" with opening the door for a stronger pres-
ence of Hispanic literature within mainstream writ-
ing. The associate professor cites the impact
"Caramelo" made on literature and cross-cultural ex-
periences when it was simultaneously published in
Spanish and English.
Gutierrez y Muhs hopes to make a similar impact
on the genre. The book will include interviews with
six Chicana and six Chilena authors including Pia
Barros, Diamela Eltit, Alejandra Basualto, Kathleen
Alcala, Cherrie Moraga, Helena Maria Viramontes,
Demetria Martinez and Norma E. Cantu, among oth-
ers. She also expects the book will feature unpublished
works from each woman highlighting their experi-
ences, hardships and successes.
"Chicanas and Chilenas have found themselves con-
tinuously on the verge ofbeing expelled from the circle
of legitimacy," said GutierrezyMuhs. "Some authors
have chosen this status as an act of rebellion and re-
sistance; others have been forced into it."
At the end of the quarter, Gutierrez y Muhs will
travel to Chile for more than two weeks to complete
her interviews with these women. She also hopes to
be awarded a grant by the National Endowment for
the Humanities, for which she was one of two nomi-
nees by the School ofArts and Sciences. Ifgiven this
support, she expects to return to Chile this summer to
continue her research.
Gutierrezy Muhs especially hopes to bring to light
the fact that everyone must act as a global citizen in
understandingcultural exile as a phenomenon, not just
particular to Latin America, but to the world in gen-
eral.
She feels quite connected to the sacrifices made by
all those who suffer at the hands ofharsh governments
and cultural intolerance and ignorance, especially
women. She cites Chilenas and Chicanas as a great
source of motivation, strength and perseverance that
have motivated her to write the upcoming book.
"1 owe these women so much for educating me and
being my role models. I wanted to pay them back
with my research."
Forum addresses election coverage
Anneke Cronander
Staff Writer
With election day fast approaching, Seattle Univer-
sity is getting active by hosting public election fo-
rums every Thursday in October.
Each forum highlights a different central issue re-
garding this year's election. Because this is one of the
most important elections in recent history, all students
as well as the public are invited to share their views
and inform themselves before heading to the polls on
Nov. 2, 2004.
Sponsored by the Wismer Center, the Center for
the Study of Justice in Society and the Department of
Political Science, these forums encourage young vot-
ers to become educated about the issues surrounding
the election and to be independent thinkers when it
comes to thoughts on who to vote for and what the
candidates are really saying.
On Oct. 7 the first election forum was held; the dis-
cussion was titled "The Election and the Media." Each
speaker spoke for fifteen minutes and then the floor
was open to questions and comments from the audi-
ence.
Speakers Dr. Sonora Jha, assistantprofessor ofcom-
munications, and Dr. Nancy Burgoyne,-adjunct fac-
ulty member ofpolitical science, spoke about the im-
portance of voting and encouraged the audience to
keep a close eye on the media. Theyboth made a point
to discuss the spin that is put on all coverage of de-
bates and how polls can support anyone's perspec-
tive, depending upon who they ask and where thepolls
take place.
Jha emphasized negative campaigns and how they
"draw away from the voter turnout." In Jha's opinion,
the press focuses too much on the slip-ups of candi-
dates, rather than their strong points.
"Talking heads come on right after thedebates with-
out giving the audience a chance to formulate their
own opinion," said Jha of the post-debate news cov-
erage. She encouraged the audience to look at the de-
bates for themselves rather than rely on the opinions
media icons for their voting preference.
Many questions came from the audience about
where to find information that is not biased. Burgoyne
mentioned different organizations that support unbi-
ased media.Burgoyne also pointed out that non-com-
mercial media is a good place for unbiased opinions,
as well. Specifically theradio station, NPR, was men-
tioned as an excellent unbiased media source. Jha
then emphasized her point that people should look
at the world view and derive their own opinions on
it.
An audience memberasked the speakers about their
personal views on how to reform the media. Jha said
out that ratings are what put and keep shows on the
television, so we should only watch thekind ofcover-
age we want to see in the future. She also supported
the idea ofkeeping alternative media running.
Burgoyne mentioned that the Internet is also a good
place to go. Because of the free flow of information
and the advent ofdigital cameras, the Internet has be-
come a viable place to go for information regarding
current events.
If you're interested in SU's public election forums,
the next one will be held in Wyckoff Auditorium at
12:15 on Thursday, Oct. 21. The discussion is titled
"The Elections and the Economy." The third and fi-
nal election forum will be held Oct. 28 at 12:15 p.m.



















Up until a few years ago, when he moved to the Jesuit Infirmary at
Gonzaga University, Father Francis Logan, SJ, was a constant pres-
ence on the Seattle University campus. Sadly, he passed away Oct.
8, five days before his 102 birthday.
Father Logan was the third ofeight children in his family. He was
raised in the Seattle area and attended Seattle College High School,
which is now the nursing building on campus. Father Logan entered
the Society of Jesuits in 1919 and was ordained in the summer of
1933 in Belgium. He later returned to Seattle whereamong the many
positions he held, always made sure he taught French, English, Span-
ish and a nursing ethics class.
Father Logan, who many affectionately called "Coach" because
of his large involvement in the Athletic Department, was dedicated
to sports. During the Depression in the 1930s he took on weekend
calls at St. Peter's Church in Beacon Hill to pay for a gym floor.
During his time at Seattle University he coached baseball, basketball
and handball.
He was also a handball champion.
"In 1950 and 1951, Al Stubbs and I won the Pacific Northwest
Handballs Doubles Championship. In 1964 [I] won the Northwest
Masters in Doubles with my partner, Bill Adkisson," Father Logan
said at his centennial birthday celebration in 2002.
The organization that Father Logan was most known for on cam-
pus is the HiYu Coulees hiking club. The name, loosely translated
from a local Native American dialect, means "much walking." The
HiYu Coulees is one of the oldest clubs at Seattle University.
"It was a club without dues or duties, simply to hike every two
weeks.... The club brought about life-long friendships and quite a
few weddings," Father Logan stated.
Another first for Seattle University that Father Logan was in-
volved in was its first European tour. Father Logan organized the
trip for 45 students and friends and was able to see a majority of
Western Europe. He later wenton a second European trip where he
was able to get students to stay at various Jesuit residences for one
dollara night.
Father Logan was also a dedicatedpriest. He has traveledall over
the world teaching and speaking the word of God. At one point in
his life he led mass on the San Juan Islands while also teaching dur-
ing the week, which led to a very busy weekend.
"Aftermy last class on Friday, I went to University Chevrolet deal-
ers to pick up a used car. Then, I drove 70 miles to Anacortes, Wash.,
for an hour ferry ride to Friday Harbor. On the weekend I had three
masses on three islands. I took a ferry late Sunday afternoon to Se-
attle, returned the car to University Chevrolet, and then took a bus
home. The next morning, class as usual," he recalled.
Although Father Logan is no longer alive, his memory will live
through the scholarship and softball field that are named after him,
and in the hearts of those who knew him.
"Father'Logan was a man who knew who he was, loved being
with people, loved sports and rejoiced in the many gifts God had
given him, never forgetting for a moment where they came from,"
stated Father Peter Ely, SJ, a friend and professor of theology and
religious studies.
For those who would like to pay their respects to Father Logan
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SU Debate Team analyzes Presidential candidates
Kevin Curley
Opinion Editor
In light of the recent presidential and vice-presiden-
tial debates, the SU Debate Team provides us with the
following critique of each candidate's performance.
Observations on Kerry





• Child throwing a tantrum
• Didn't bring up anything new
• Paused too many times before answering
• Answers full ofcolloquialisms
• No depth or analysis
• Rolled eyes while Kerry spoke
Observations of Edwards
• Too young, not enough experience
• Came off as "the new guy"
• Did not establish a unique identity separate of J.
Kerry
Team's views of Presidential and Vice-
presidential Debates
Photographs by William Hurd
Photo Editor
• Acted more like a lawyer instead of a vice-
president
Observations of Cheney
• Didn't answer questions directly
• Missed key opportunities to counter Edwards
• Showed he was a strong leader
What Kerry needs to work on ...
• Must push unemployment
• Must standby and state his proposed policies
• Must be concise
• Reduce catch phrases, i.e. "Wrong war, Wrong
place, wrong time"
What Bush needs to work on ...
• Must push thatKerry has flip-flopped and why
its bad
• Must look less defensive
• Must address unemployment
• Needs to be clear and concise
• Must not get angry and lose his temper
Team's Legacy Dates Back to the 1930's
For many outsiders, the art of effective debating is
obscure, confusing and often resembles a boxing fight of
words. The typical election debates are viewed as cat
fights, arguments, or conversations that avoid the actual
topic.
Miles apart, the political jabsand character-bending
uppercuts of John Kerry and George Bush attract many
Americans to the race to be the next U.S. President.
For the Seattle University Debate Team, debating an
issue is serious business. Since the 1930's the debate
team, then called the Gavel Club, strove to develop a
student's power of self-expression and assertion, through































Trophy for the team's overall showing at the Montana
State University's 15lh Annual Northwest Tournament.
Then, in 1965, the team dissolved and University
records from then on never mention the existence of a
debate team. However, Seattle University has not pro-
duced an edition of the Aegis, the school's yearbook, since
1991 and all records of the Gavel or Debate club for the
past 15 years are unaccounted for.
But just like the fashion fads of the past coming
back in the modern day, so has the Debate Club. The club
consists of 10 to 12 active members that travel to eight to
10 regional tournaments each season. At the end of the
season, the SU Debate team competes against 300 other
teams from around the country at a national tournament.
The current team in 2002 and 2003 were octo-
finalists in national tournaments in cross-examination and
parliamentary debates. And in 2002, SU student Greta
Smith was named one of the top 20 speakers in the nation.































interpretation events. However, the debates seen in college
are completely different than those you've seen the past
few weeks on television.
All members are expected to keep their composure
during a discussion, something that seems to be lacking
from the current debates on television.
From left to right, Hanisha Shewakramani, Corey Ihler,
Ross Merritt, Shea Lincoln, Jennifer Dinning, Craig Lay,
Amy Culver, Josh Treybig and Michael Imeson, all mem-









done a lot better, he
avoided lots of questions."
"His physical demeanor doesn't matter to me,
especially when he can't answer simple questions."
KERRY
"He made a better stand for himself."









"When he didn't have anything to say he said
it louderand got angry."
"He kept repeating himself, he showed he
was nervous and sounded like he was insecure
about what he was talking about."
"Technically speaking, he was unprofessional
- especially when he made faces whileKerry
spoke."
KERRY
"He was more prepared the second time and
he definitely is a natural speaker."
"Unlike Bush who doesn't pay attention,
Kerry is always listening and taking notes while
Bush speaks."
G C. De Castro,
University Chapels
Coordinator - First




themes that he tends to repeat."
KERRY
"During the second debate with Bush, Kerry
dealt with the abortion question very eloquently,
very respectfully."
"Kerry understands the complexity ofbeing
President, nothing is black and white in politics,
like Bush plays it off to be."
Julie Larsen, graduate




"He improved the second
time, but he was still redun-
dant."
"He was somewhat eloquent and he actually
had a few points that make sense."
KERRY
"He stayed the same, didn'treally improve
much."
"Kerry did a better job communicating with






If you've ever wanted to be all-
powerful, don't worry, according to
marketing firms, you already are.
The recent selection of a "Consump-
tion and Poverty" theme for this year's
salons could not be more fitting for the
generation now attending Seattle Univer-
sity. Look up "echo-boomers" on the
Internet and you'll be inundated with
thousands of websites outlining marketing
strategies. Depending on where you look,
there are different ways of defining this
generation.
Echo-boomers are those born
between 1982 and 1995, the offspring, or
"echo" of the Baby-boomer generation.
They make up about 27.5 percent of the
United States' population, but constitute
over SlOO billion in purchasing power.
For Kevin Steineke, sophomore
business major, the echo-boomer genera-
tion is defined by technology.
"Technology and the music we listen
to define us. Our pop culture is a lot
different than our parents were, take the
things we wear. They were more formal
about it. Back then, I doubt they went to
class wearing sweats," he said.
According to marketing firms, echo-
boomers are of utmost importance to the
retail market. Firms everywhere are trying
to tap into this huge area of spending
potential. "Campaigns should be designed
with knowledge that teens spend
money to have fun. Shopping is
an experience, not an errand," as
maintained by Saurage Re-
search.
With boys and girls having
an increasingly larger expend-
able income, companies are
scrambling to find a way to woo
this generation towards their
products.
"They've affected cloth-
ing. They've affected beverage.
And now, they're just about to
affect car business," said Jim
Farley, head of Toyota's Scion
division, in a 60 Minutes
interview.
In fact, the Toyota's Scion
is a new brand of car specifically designed
for the echo boomer generation.
If you're ever been called over to
your grandparent's house just to program
the VCR or set the clock, you won't be
surprised to learn echo-boomers are the
savviest generation when it comes to
technology. About 50 percent of children
with college educated parents have a
computer, according to Saurage research.
With this generation making their
own websites and younger children being
equipped with cell phones, this trend isn't
going to slow down. Just look at the
recommended items for college and a
computer is sure to be on the list. In fact, it
seems more teachers and professors are
requiring students to type papers and
reports, making it nearly impossible to
attend school without a computer. A
computer alone, however, is rarely good
enough: laptops are gaining popularity, as
well as wireless Internet access. The recent
boom in cafes offering wireless Internet
access only further reflects the importance
of the echo-boomers in consumption.
Walk into a store and it becomes
obvious that it is the demands of echo-
boomers that are driving trends. Go into a
children's section and you're likely to find
more designer brands offered in these
miniature sizes. In fact, designer "Juicy
Couture" now offers their popular velour
sweat suits for children. This only further
illustrates how brand consciousness is
trickling down into younger age groups.
Designer denim has also gained in
popularity. While jeansused to be a cheap
basic for the wardrobe, it's now a fashion
statement reaching upwards of a hundred
dollars for girls and guys. Companies
attempt to develop brand loyalty at an
early age by sending thank you cards to
customers who have bought their products.
The prevalence of designer jeans
alone cannot serve to define this genera-
tion. Dr. Mel Levine, a professor at the
University ofNorth Carolina has a
different take.
"They have been heavily pro-
grammed. [Their] whole lives have really
been based on what some adult tells them
to do," he said in a 60 Minutes interview.
Where the baby-boomer generation
was marked by the rebellious, anti-
establishment protests of the 1960'5, five
out of 10 echo-boomers trust their govern-
ment. This generation is more heavily
protected than the last.
"It is a generation that has long
aimed to please. They've wanted to please
theirparents, their friends, their teachers,
their college admissions officers," Levine
said to 60 Minutes.
This can be looked at in a negative
light, but there are also some positive
aspects. College attendance levels are up
from 44 percent in 1971, to 62 percent in
1995. This indicates an increased strive
towards success and literacy, but has also
led to an increasingly competitive atmo-
sphere for college acceptance. A 4.0 GPA
is no longer enough, extra-curricular
activities must be incorporated into the
school experience, feeding this highly
competitive atmosphere causing the over-
achieving desire to please which domi-
nates this generation.
Still, the echo-boomers are among
the most diverse, with 35 percent being
non-white and 27 percent being from one-
parent households. This has led to a much
greater acceptance of differences than in
previous decades. Interracial dating is no
longer the taboo it once was. Also, violent
crime is down, tobacco and alcohol use,
along with teen pregnancy, are also at an
all-time low.
Nineteen-year-old Jessica Butler
agrees. "Our generation is more open-
minded than the baby-boomers'. Our
schools are so much more diverse than
they used to be, it allows for more cultural
experience and understanding," she said.
No matter how you choose to
categorize this generation, no matter what
stereotypes you choose to believe, it's
obvious that it is one that cannot be
ignored, it is the future.
Photo by William Hurd
Phillip McClean, sophomore
business, searches the web
while working on a paper and
watching MTV 2.
SU Ignatian Silent Retreats: A True Virtue
Nick McCarvel
Guest Writer
A constant hum can be heard from 1-5 and down-
town on the SU campus. It's rarely recognized—students
and faculty are busy enough without it; busy with all the
hundreds of activities that fill up their schedules.
Now take away that hum for a minute. Take away
your activities and appointments. While you're at it, take
away all the distracting noises in your life, including
talking. What do you have? Silence.
Three times a year, Seattle University students have
the chance to experience the virtues of silence. Not just
for a minute or five. But rather for two, threeand up to
five days as part of Campus Ministry's Ignatian Silent
Retreats.
The SU retreats began back in 1989 and were started
by Joe Orlando, who is now the Director of Jesuit Identity
on campus. Today, Father Mike Bayard heads up the
retreats and coordinates the when, whereand what of
these events.
"Today our society is busy, busy, busy, and talk,
talk, talk," Father Bayard said. "But once we stop talking,
it opens us up. We start hearing what really matters
inside."
When Father Bayard says "stop talking," he means
it. For all threeretreats, students are permitted to talk for
only 30 minutes each day, and that time is spent with a
spiritual director.
"Sometimes we find things in ourselves that we
couldn't find because of all the distractions in our life," he
said. "It's a necessity to find this silence wherever we
are."
For theology major Brian Johnson, who participated
in a five-day retreat last December, the experience was a
delightful surprise.
"The quietness gave
me the ability to be open to
healing, open in my relation-
ships. The longer the silence
is, the more flowering there
is inside of you," Johnson
said.
Two of the Ignatian
Silent Retreats (three-day
and five-day) are held at the
Palisades Retreat Center in
Federal Way. This center
offers a majestic and
peaceful experience in the
wilderness, with comfortable
accommodations (bedroom
and bathroom for each
student), a beach on the
sound and beautiful moun-
tain views.
Based on the spiritual
exercises of Saint Ignatius, a
retreat requires one to know
him or herself well and have
some understanding of who
Jesus is.
"The backbone of these retreats lie in the four
weeks of the Ignatian teachings," Bayard said. "Each of
the weeks concentrates on a specific gift from the holy
spirit that we as Christians can learn from."
"You don't go to the gym and start lifting heavy
weights ifyou've never liftedbefore," he added. "You
need to know yourself."
Father Bayard and the campus ministry team
suggested the two-day retreat for most freshmen and any
other student who hasn't participated in a silent retreat
before.
"This experience gives students a chance to
grow in their relationship with God and to find their
direction in life."
Retreats run as listed:
Two day retreat: April 1-3 (SB5)
Three day retreat: January 14-17 (S200)
Five-day retreat: December 12-17 ($315)
Campus Ministry may subsidize a large portion
of the costs for the silent retreats. Father Bayard can
be contacted at (206) 296-2267 or
bayardm@seattleu.edu
Photo courtesy of Campus Ministry
Students enjoy a small meal during one of Campus Ministry's
retreats.
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SU Men's Soccer Team ranked No.l in division
Jacob Edel
Guest Writer
The No. 1 ranked Seattle University Men's soccer team
has continuously put the hurt on their challengers this
season.
They remain undefeated and are heading into the last 4
games of theregular season with 7-straight shutouts. They
have a shot at winning the conference title and earning a
play-off berth in the NCAA Division 2 Championship.
No doubt about it, this team has the ability to do just
that because last Sunday, in front of a huge crowd at
Championship Field, they defeated a tough conference
rival, Western Washington, 4-0.
Two nights earlier they embarrassed cross-town ri-
val SPU with a 2-0 victory at Interbay Stadium.
"They're (SPU) in the same region. They're ranked
N0.4 in the region right now, but they are a good team.
4-0 is a great result for us. We are really proud of that.
We played well today," said Coach Peter Fewing.
Not only is the team playing well collectively this
year, but individuals are also blossoming.
Bobby McAlister owns the GNAC single-season goal
record with 17.
Coach Fewing is going for victory number 200 this
Saturday against Simon Fraser in Canada.
Alex Chursky, junior forward, ranks second on the team
in points, behind McAlister, for his contribution in goals
and assists. He also ranks second in team history with a
streak of at least one goal or assist in each of the last eight
games.
Goalkeeper, Jeremiah Doyle, continues to add to the min-
utes without giving up a goal. He currently holds the elev-
enth longest streak in NCAA Division 2 history.
Chursky feels this year's team differs from the previous
year because oftheir solid defense, which relieves the of-
fense and makes it easier to score.
"We understand each otherbetter and thatrelates to a
better performance on the pitch," Chursky said.
So far this season the Redhawks have not had a low
point. The team is stoked and confident. They continue
to impress their best opponents and have climbed to
No. 1 in national rankings for the first time in their 38-
year history.
"We have a lot of momentum," Chursky said.
Now the Redhawks have their minds set on playing hard
the last 4 games of the regular season, with hopes to win
the division and advance to the playoffs.
However, Coach Fewing doesn't let the team get ahead
of themselves.
"Our philosophy is focus on one game at a time. So
it's one game at a time and they are really doing that,"
Fewing said.
In order to clinch the division and make the playoffs
the Redhawks realize they still have some work to do.
"We just need to work on our possession game and
we need to keep the mental edge," Chursky said.
"We are not the favorites. We do not have playoff
experience and this is only our second year in Division
2,"Chursky said.
The Redhawks are determined to stop inexperience
from interfering with their goal to become champions.
They have played well all season and hope the Holly-
wood-polished success brings home a trophy.
Kyle Smith
Sophomore Adam Jensen setting up a
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On Friday night Bobby McAlister tied Seattle
University's season record for goals in a single season
in a 2-0 win over Seattle Pacific at Interbay Stadium.
"If I didn't score and we won, I'd be happy," said
McAlister.
McAlister, son of former Seattle Sounder and
Tacoma Stars's Defender Jim McAlister has lit up op-
posing teams for 17 goals three assists while helping
lead Seattle University to 14 wins, no losses, and one
tie his plays helped the team overtake Carson-
Newman College for the number one ranking in the
NSCAA/Adidas Division II Rankings.
The road to success has been long and tedious for
McAlister. He started playing with his first soccer
ball when at the age of three. Much like his father,
he dreamed of playing professional soccer.
When choosing a college, he turned down numer-
ous offers from other schools to attend the Univer-
sity of Washington.
However, UW wasn't the right fit for McAlister.
UW's soccer team used a defensive game plan, which
didn't allow for the players to be creative. McAlister
soon found himself falling behind in classes. It got to
a point where Jim McAlister asked his son 'if it's not
fun then why are you doing it?'
He then began exploring his options. Eventually he
decided on Seattle University because he liked the at-
mosphere, the small class sizes, and he admired the
Head Soccer Coach Peter Fewing's game plan.
Fewing helped transform what once was a door-
mat soccer program into a Division II power house.
The fit was perfect for McAlister. He got a coach
that would allow his players to be creative and try
different things.
Things got worse before they got better.
McAlister tore his Anterior Cruciate Ligament
(ACL) three games into the 2002 season. This was
the third straight year that he injured himself dur-
ing the season. He spent most of the 2003 season
recuperating from the ACL surgery and getting back
to top form.
When the 2004 season started, it marked the first
time since his senior year of high school that
McAlister wasn't recovering from an injury from a
past season. He wasted no time in proving why he is
one of the most talented soccer players in the coun-
try.
"He leads by example. He's a great captain. He en-
courages all the players on the team to play. He keeps
it lighthearted before games and allows us to be loose,
then when it comes game time he comes out and plays
his hardest and really inspires the rest of us," said
teammate Craig Buitrago.
He currently leads all Division II players with
17 goals and 37 points. When asking McAlister
about individual achievement he is quick to answer
that it is a team game.
In a time where the individual has become
greater than the team, McAlister's mind is not fo-
cused on individual records or achievements. In-
stead he is focused on winning Friday night's game
against Simon Fraser University.
"We take it one game at a time. The only thing
that matters is the next game," said McAlister.
The road that he has traveled has been long and
hard. By the looks of it, the best from McAlister
and the Redhawks is yet to come.
Kyle Smith
Bobby McAlister leads all Division II
players with 17 goals.
Volleyball team gets big lift
Nick McCarvel
Guest Writer
Seattle University Women's volleyball team turned
things around last Saturday night after coming off
their first loss in nearly a month.
The Redhawks downed conference opponent St.
Martin's 30-18, 34-36, 30-21, 33-31 two nights after
falling in four games to GNAC top-ranked Central Wash-
ington (CWU).
Against Central - the surprise team ofthe year, with a
16-0 record and a national ranking of 17th - the Lady
Redhawks could never quite get things going. After CWU
grabbed a hotly contested game one 30-26, the Wildcats
ran away with game two 30-23 to grab a quick 2-0 lead in
the match.
In game three, Junior Maggie Safranksi led her team
with a barrage ofstrong serves. The juniorpropelled SU
to a 13-4 lead allowing her squad to the game 30-23, and
forcing a game four.
CWU turned the tables on the Redhawks in the fourth,
using their own stellar serving to lead 15-7 and win the
game 30-16 to seal the match. Seattle first year head coach
Shannon Ellis said that isn't justa coincidence.
"When our serving is on, that's when our confidence is
at its highest level," she said. "But we serve aggressively,
and we're to make errors. We justneed to be as consistent
as possible."
Consistency was something the girls struggled to find
against CWU, but showedplenty ofit against St. Martin's.
Safranksi kept the defense going with 23 digs while
older sister Lizzie stepped up big with nine kills. The
Redhawk front line was red-hot as well: Sarah
Sommerman, Megan Kaysinger and Amelie Krahn all
had over ten kills each. Senior Erika Brunson and fresh-
manKana'l Bento combinedfor 68 assists.
Ellis said these numbers are an attribute to her team's
tremendous work ethic. "We have the attitude thatno ball
should hit the floor," she said. "Our defense is solid, it's
the most important thing we do. That's really what wins
those big games."
With the 1-1 split last week, SU now sits 9-8 over-
all and 7-2 in the GNAC. With those records, the
Redhawks are 9th in the Pacific Region; a region that
invites just eight teams to its tournament in late No-
vember.
"Or goal is to get better in the conference and qualify
forregionals," Ellis said. "We're getting better eachweek.
Physically and emotionally we want to grow. We have to
come out strong everyday.
This weekend, the Redhawks play away from home
for the first time since Sept. 25. The team heads north to
Alaska to take on Anchorage and Fairbanks. SU has never
won in either gym.
"We beat both of these teams earlier this year.
Fairbanks has the most hostile gym in the conference,
I expect these matches to be long and back and forth,"
Ellis said.
SU will be back at home on Thursday, Oct. 21 to take









Jazzercise 7:15-8:15 a.m. in Connolly
Classroom
Spinning 5:45 - 6:45 p.m. in Connolly
Classroom
Kyokushin Karate 7:30 - 9:00 p.m .in
Connolly Classroom
FRIDAY. 0CT.15
Volleyball vs. Alaska-Fairbanks @ 6 p.m.
(away)
SATURDAY. OCT. 16
Volleyball vs. Alaska-Fairbanks @ 6 p.m.
(away)
Women's Soccer vs. Western Oregon
@ 1 p.m. (home)
Men's Soccer vs. Simon Fraser @ 7 p.m.
(away)
Kyokushin Karate 7:30 - 9:00 p.m. in
Connolly Classroom
MONDAY. OCT. 18
Challenge Aerobics 5-6 p.m. in Connolly
Classroom
Boxing 6:15-7: 15 p.m. in Connolly
Classroom
TUESDAY. OCT. 19
Jazzercise 7:15-8:15 a.m. in Connolly
Classroom
Swing Dance 7:00 - 8:00 p.m. in
Connolly Classroom
Kyokushin Karate 7:30 - 9:00 p.m. in
Connolly Classroom
WEDNESDAY. OCT. 20
Challenge Aerobics 5:30 - 6:30 p.m. in
Connolly Classroom







This is about someone who isn't afraid
to say that she is uncool. This is someone
who has seen every Freddie Prinze Jr.
movie on opening weekend and will con-
tinue to do so until there are no more mov-
ies to see. This is about someone who is
not ashamed to say that she loves cheesy,
teen chick flicks containing every cliche
in the book- the kind that are predictable,
corny, and always have happy endings. In
a place where it is made to seem uncool
for liking such movies, I am here to say
that I do.
I like the cheesy movies because it gives
me an escape from my mundane world.
Drama is great, but I do not always want
to end up depressed or having to contem-
plate the meaning of life after watching a
movie. I want to be able to just sit and
watch a movie thatmight not have the most
realistic plot, but one that is okay. While
the rest ofAmerica might be on a reality
kick, I'm not.
Another concept that reels me in is the
happy ending. I like the happy ending be-
cause it is predictable, and in a world that
is changing so fast, sometimes you need
the constant ofa conventional ending. I like
knowing thatall the problems are resolved
in the end and leaving the theaterknowing
that everything will be okay.
To me, watching cornymovies is my way
of staying young (even though I realize I
am not that old) and making sure I do not
take life too seriously. You cannot pretend
you are older than you are when you are in
a theaterwithpeople significantly younger
than you. You cannot be serious when
watching a synchronized dance scene that
has never happened at any prom you ever
heard of.
It is almost a way for me to put my life
in prospective and realize that I am going
to be here for a long time; so why worry
about whetherI am watching "cool" mov-
ies or not? My all-time favorite movie is
Newsies, a live action Disney musical circa
1992. Maybe it is partly nostalgia for sec-
ond grade that keeps pulling me in, or
maybe it's because it has Christian Bale
singing and dancing around the streets of
New York. Either way, it always remains
on the top of my list.
But let me clarify something: I do not
love all movies that fall into this genre, in
fact I have seen quite a few that are down
right horrible. But that is not going to stop
me from seeing other movies with a simi-
lar plot. I just figure that there is always
going to be something different that could
make this next movie better. There are dif-
ferentactors, directors, plot, etc. that could
make this next movie spectacular.
There are some fantastic movies that
have emerged from therubble ofbad ones.
Most recently is Mean Girls, a combina-
tion of two classics; Clueless and Heath-
ers. Mean Girls, whileon the surface has a
similar plot as many others, is able to go
beyond the competition, be witty and have
provide a fairly accurate portrayal ofhow
high school students really behave.
In a few months I supposeI will have to
step up the defense of my love for these
movies, as I will no longer be a teen. And
maybe I will eventually grow out of these
movies and move on to love another type
of movies, but I am not going to rush it in
the meantime!
Remembranza at Kinsey Gallery
By Kathyrn Musselman
Guest Writer
The crouching silhouette of a unclothed
man in a dark space, alone, with only a small
beam of light illuminating his curious, fo-
cused face was the first piece to catch my
eye. The small, round, marble-like object in
his extended hand represented many things.
A mystery, a glimpse into something un-
known, or in the case of the "Remembranza:
Reminiscence"exhibition now in the Kinsey
Gallery, a memory of the past and the roots
of one's being. Students, faculty, staff and
the featured artists gathered at the reception
of "Remembrariza: Reminiscence" on Oc-
tober 7. The event kicked off the exhibition
ofnine prominentLatino artists in theKinsey
Gallery, first floor of the Casey building.
The theme of this exhibition, Reminis-
cence, provokes viewers to "remember the
roots ofwho they are, to grasp their values,
and to know their own essence," said curator
Diana Luna. Modern Languages professor
and director of the exhibition, Luna also
hopes that the featured paintings will create
awareness among students of the Latin
American artistic community in Seattle.
"The selected pieces not only highlight the
vast aesthetic representa-
tions of thesenine artists'
cultural and personal
roots, they represent the
talent that is derived




use of color the artists
visually exemplified
Hispanic culture and
roots. Bright, bold, and
passionate hues were
used in every piece, con-
firming the vibrant
Latino approach to life.
Artist Jaime Olaya de-
picts the open market to
incorporate the feeling of
life withbright color. Na-
ture and its link to hu-
mans also was a prominent theme in all of
the pieces. Artist Alfredo Arreguin incorpo-
rated a bright and intricate veil of flowers in
his piece "Maria, Mi Madre" with the face
of his mother meticulously camouflaged
within the flora.
"My mother taught me how to do the de-
sign," Arreguin said of the flowers in
his painting. It is his way of incorpo-
rating his roots, his mother, and the
design he learned from her appropri-
ately veiling her silhouette.
"Nadja, eh..." the simplest piece in
the exhibition, was in many ways the
most thought intriguing. Painted on
wood instead ofcanvas, the piece fea-
tured another prominent theme in the
gallery—women. Seattle University
Art professor and artist Francisco
Guerrero'spiece, displays one ofa se-
ries ofsix paintings portraying women
as either happy or stern. In this piece,
he portrays them in a simple, realistic
fashion, with a cigarette dangling in her
fingers, and wisps ofhair covering her
mysterious eyes. Guerrero's style
stands out in the gallery for its bold mo-
dernity, as well as clean, chic lines us-
ing bright colors and a small amount
ofpaint to create almost a shadow of a
face.
"I paint women from a position of
adoration. Obviously the Mexican or
Latino cultures are Catholic. A basic
part of the faith is the respect and adoration
of the Virgin, a goddess who is beyond
sexual," said Guerrero of women as a theme
in Hispanic art.
"Women have a powerful presence in
Latino culture," said featured artist Cecilia
Alvarez. Indeed, many of the artists allude
to the influenceof theirmothers in their lives,
and are therefore often themes in their art.
The art was not the only artistic feature of
the reception. A documentary film titled
"Remembranza:Reminiscence," directedand
produced by Diana Luna, features interviews
with each of the nine artists. All of these in-
dividuals are from different backgrounds of
different Latin American countries. The
documentary told the artists' interpretation
ofwhat it means to reminisce, and the pro-
gression of their artistic career.
"I was surprised to learn that there was such
a large Latino community in Seattle," said
John Guyer, junior biology and humanities
major who filmed and edited the documen-
tary. Because of his eye opening experience
in working with the featured artists, Guyer
plans to study abroad in Spain and Equador.
Molly Oritz, junior history and photography
major, also felt that the process of making
the film added fuel to her desire to produce
documentaries later on in life.
The film, both thought provoking and in-
forming, will be showing in the gallery con-
tinually through the end of the exhibition,
scheduled to be Oct. 15.
Photo by William Hurd
Thomas Oliva looks at artist
Alfredo Arreguin's piece titled
"Maria Mi Madre."
Photo by William Hurd
Grupo Sur plays for attendes of the Kinsey
Gallery opening.
Art essential to coffeehouse culture
By Greg Boudreau
Cover Editor
Across the world Seattle is known for its
thriving coffeehouse culture. Though the cul-
ture is based upon the caffeinated drink an
intrinsic part of this culture is the apprecia-
tion of fine art. If you are interested in expe-
riencing the artand coffee culture Seattle has
many options to offer. Many local coffee-
houses regularly display fine art exhibits for
your appreciation. Bauhaus Books and Cof-
fee and Victrola Coffee and Art are two local
Capitol Hill coffeehouses that take such an
approach to the art culture.
Located on 301 E. Pine Street, Bauhaus
serves quite possibly the best latte's in Se-
attle. The coffee house is currently display-
ing a collection of large acrylic and mixed
media paintings by Spencer Pavek Sass.
Upon enteringBauhaus one cannot help but
be immediately drawn to the large works
hanging on the east wall of the shop, paint-
ings so large the dimensions are listed in feet,
not inches. Sass's paintings portray bold and
striking, distorted human figures, pulling ref-
erences to and influences of graphic design
and screen printing. At the far left is "Blam,"
a six-foot square acrylic portrait rendered in
red and orange hues, a palette that lends to
the feeling of the face being on fire.
Moving to the right is "Fractualization," a
six by five-and-half-foot acrylic work. The
painting combines a photo effect lens flare
and large, single-colored areas similar to
screen-printing work, thus merging digital,
commercial, and fine art styles into a single
piece. In "The Queen," a six-and-a-half by
three-and-a-halfacrylic work, a heavy tex-
turing medium was used to create a three-
dimensional quality to the painting. Com-
bined with the contrasting blue and gold col-
ors and distorted caricature of a woman on
the canvas makes this one of the most no-
table works of the collection.
Another notable piece in the collection is
"The Connoisseur," a two-and-a-halfby five-
foot acrylic, charcoal, and gouache work of
a distorted, suited figure with a bulging eye
along with a bottle ofabsinthe in front. Spen-
cer Pavek Sass's works as a whole does what
the artist desired; to command attention.
Though the paintings quiteoften have an un-
balanced palette, the works appeal to the cof-
fee drinker's asthetic sense, and some are
quite beautiful.
In contrast to the bold aesthetics at Bau-
haus the collection oflithprints ondisplay at
Victrola lends itself to a more subtle appre-
ciation offine art. Located on 411 15th Av-
enue East, Victrola Coffee andArt is currently
displaying "Passage," a collection ofphotog-
raphy by Shannon Welles. The quiet, dark,
and somber prints were taken on the artist's
travels through Argentina and Greece. All
of the photographs were captured with a
children's plastic toy camera and printed with
the lith process, a process which causes each
print to be unique. The prints have a subject
matter that asks for quiet reverence from the
viewer. One particularly beautiful print de-
picts a crying angel statue with violet and
pink colors filling therest of the image. This
exibit by Shannon Welles provides excellent
photography that would be worthwhile for
every Seattle University student to experi-
ence.
Whether you go for the art, the coffee, or
both, Bauhaus and Victrola offer an excel-





Riverdance performance a flamboyant
explosion of culture, dance & music
By Jacob Edel
Guest Writer
Music and dance have evolved co-depen-
dently in that a genre of music most often
accompanies a style of dancing. Riverdance,
the world-famous Irish phenomenon, is no
exception. The Broadway Show, known for
its flamboyant line-kick dances and notori-
ous Irish sound, opened last Friday at the
Paramount Theater.
The show takes place in a classical theater
with live music, impressive visual effects and
artistic ethnic dances. Hence, Riverdance
publicity does not typically appeal to college
student demographics. The show, however,
does contain significant content. Designed to
emulate the evolution and innovations of
music and dance, it begins in the spirit of the
mythological worldand travels through time
into the struggles of an agricultural society
and finishes with the modern industrial
charge.
At first the bizarre leg clicks, tocks, and
thuds look dysfunctional. The dresses and
costumes appear gaudy and it is hard to di-
vulge into the Irish rhythms as the two acts
begin. The opening narration and flute solo
suggest it is going to be one long tribute to
Irish heritage. But once the band joins in, the
music grabs the ear and fiddles the audience
into the show.
The highlight of the show arises out of a
heel-to-toe clash between a duo of Harlem
portrayed tap dancers and a trio of Irish im-
migrants. Overshadowing the dance, a soul-
ful saxophonist wrestles a vibrant fiddler.
This uniquely American contribution to the
show links the crowd with the performers.
As the two ethnic groups chatter their feet
with stylistic supremacy the lead dancer
seems to ask if there is anyone in the house
not entertained.
Maybe even more so
than the dancers, each
member of the band
lively-ups the seated
crowd with exuberant so-
los and duets. The loud
cheers for the giddy
blonde fiddler's solos
seemed reminiscent of an
Irish pub. At onepoint, the
dancers foot-beats re-





some classy Latin maneu-
vers in her bright red dress
in front of an enormous
animation of fire. By the
end of the first act, it ap-
pears Riverdance is not
simply Irish dancing any-
more. Its international dis-
play of tap dancing, jazz,
ballet and modern dance
radiates through each
member of the enormous
theater.
The last 5 shows of Riverdance are this
weekend: Friday at Bpm, Saturday at 2 p.m.
and 8 p.m., Sunday at 1:30p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
The prices are a bit high so if possible, have
your parents pick up the tab of $26.50 to
$62.50. Get thetickets at the Paramount The-
ater Box Office or call (206) 292-ARTS.
All photos courtesy of the Paramount theatre
Does punk rock by any other
name still sound as sweet?
By Anneke Cronander
StaffWriter
Every now and then, the Mercury, a mem-
bers only gothic club, holds an all ages event.
One of these events happened on thenight of
Monday, Oct. 4, when they put on an excel-
lent hardcore punk show.
The set up was interesting because, while
they had bands playing, they also had mov-
ies running with no sound on four different
screens. I felt the movies, which were Spun
and a compilation of70's Horror movie pre-
views, detracted attention from the bands.
The club was a sea of studs and leather and
it was the most sedate hardcore audience I
had ever seen.
The DJ, DJ Panix, is one of the best punk
DJs I have ever heard. He played older stuff,
a random Spanish version ofa Rancid song,
and thankfully nothing very new. He played
five really great sets but pretty much out-
shined the bands themselves. I didn't feel that
the style ofpunk he was playing meshed well
with the bands at all.
The first band was Detonator. Though they
lacked a high amount oforiginality, they were
still a tight band. Sometimes standard is not
at all bad. Their guitar player was definitely
the highlight of their band and I think they
could have gone further showing his skill. I
would rank them a six on the punk-metal
hybrid scale of goodness.
Hellshock, a Portland band was the sec-
ond to play. They had a very powerful start
and more intricate music than Detonator. It
seemed like the band was more in-tune with
each other and were working more toward a
whole than their separate pieces. It made them
a tight band to listen to. After a smooth, al-
most pretty start the pace picked up and the
audience got really into the music. They get
an eight for rallying the audience.
No F***er was a little juvenile for my
tastes. They are a perfect example of how
standard is not always great. They were not
bad, but they did not have the same hold over
the audience that Hellshock did. It seemed
like the whole band was just having an off
night. I had thepleasure of listening to some
of theirwork later and enjoyed it thoroughly,
so maybe they were just not feeling the club
that night. For live performance... they get a
four, maybe a five.
When the long-awaited headliner, Dis-
close, took the stage they had a few techni-
cal difficulties. The audience waited in an-
ticipation for themto begin. When they be-
gan, Icould see why. The independently good
musicians came together very well to make
some excellent hardcore. Despite the vaguely
overwhelming use of feedback, the crowd
loved them and the energy in the room was
entirely positive. On one song, the guitar
work bordered on metal which, though this
rarely ever happens in hardcore music,
worked for this particular song. They were
even called back out on stage by audience
demand. They get a nine, for an overall great
show.
Call me a punk snobbut billing a show as
punk when it is not is a littlebothersome. You
go in expecting Rancid and get something
more like Hatebreed from the bands. The
show would have been better billed as
hardcore with punk influences. If I had
walked in expecting that, it would have, most






There is a guy with a raspy voice and a
guitar. Sound familiar? No, its not John
Mayer, Jason Mraz, or even Howie Day. It
is Ari Hest with his latest album, Someone to
Tell.
While many may not have heard of Hest,
he has already released an EP and two full-
length albums on his own label, Project 4.
Someone to Tell is the first to be released on
the major record label, Columbia Records.
While Hest only played at colleges in the be-
ginning, he still managed to attract a follow-
ing large enough tocreate their own fan club,
"the A-team." Hest will slowly but steadily
produce a larger fan baseas his music begins
to gain more appreciation.
The instrumental parts of his songs play
familiar tunes that are similar to many other
albums in the genre, not allowing anything
to stand apart from other artists.
The more upbeat songs are strategically
placed to keep the listener engaged for the
entire album, while therest of the songs are
more guitar oriented.
Another reason that the album does not
stand out on its own is because the themes in
the lyrics are very similar to those of other
artists in the genre. There are the expected
"contemplative" songs; "Consistency" and
"Not for Long," in which Hest sings of
change. He knows there are going to be in-
evitable changes in the world, but doesn't
want change in his personal life. There is also
the typical, "leaving home" song, which in
Hest's case is "Aberdeen," where he needs
to leave, even though it means saying good-
bye to the girl he loves.
However, there are two songs on the al-
bum that do stand out- perhaps because these
are the two songs that the listener can relate
to the most. The first song is "Fascinate
You," in which Hest sings ofchanging for a
woman who does not seem to appreciate what
he is doing for her. By the end of the song, it
is apparent that it is worth the effort and that
the woman will realize the effort that he is
making. There has been a time in everyone's
life when he or she has changed hoping to
please the person he or she loves.
The other song is "When Everything
Seems Wrong," and it is about wanting space
from the person he loves. He knows that in
the end he will go back to her, but for the
timebeing he cannot be a "tag along." Again,
the lyrics appeal to the listener because it is a
situation that almost everyone has been in,
and a sign of good song writing is being able
to grab the listeners with words that they can
relate to.
Overall, the album's lack oforiginality can
make it difficult to listen to. There are only
a few gems on the album, and they do not
quite make up for the rest of it. Committed
Hest fans or those simply interested can de-
cide for themselves, as he will be in town
Oct. 20, at the Tractor Tavern.
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Come to Coffee house tonight! Do
homework, watch music by fellow
student performers, and have a rad
time! 8-11 p.m. in the Bistro.




It's the gift of a Starbucks Card :^Vv |i;5-|'; : ; ?r% ; - "g?
SubscriDtion, and it works like this: * -•*»£ ,
— W&
Your parents set you up with a Starbucks ...
Card that automatically reloads from "' ' :^N
their credit card, so you never have
|& to be deprived of Starbucks.
A beautiful thing.
, /nCk is Kev phone call points:rhe °ALZ< yw «& v
,;-
:
ypr y y.. v 1 • "The library lights drain my soul."
"
:V~j' 2 Wl ' m doing my thesis on coffee."
os "Coffee makes me think faster.
/.V: . 1 could be done in 3 years."
: -
; . A "Like Thoreau said, x The mass of men
,:;;:
* I^VBS °f <a?*et desperation.'
% /"v'' )r-
-hi vfSjTl y'■ :. . asea■S^Sl■/■'"f-s^?" "L/
-;,':4'" www. starbucks. com/studvbreak
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600 r——
i FIRST HILL•£* 1 GET PAID A GUARAN-LlaSSllieflS TEEDS2,SOOUSEVERY NW corner unit w/terrific view. InsideVIkJ
MONTH TO START! parking. Newly remod 1000 sf 2 bdrm, 2100. For Sale 400. Services International company now
' bath, frpl, Bth and Spring.
200. Help Wanted 500. For Rent hiring people between lhe ages o[ Avail now, $ 1,300000. Volunteers 600. Misc. 18to 25 to work part time! Visit:
www.coyfs.com/support.htmlforC3.ll Mcircici 206-842-4775
——-complete details.
200 OFF CAMPUS WORK- —
Avon STUDY FOR SOCIAL |^^^l™™^
-?i^,^~l~,,™T^,1,,18I™™lll~l
FT or PT positions available: CHANGE: EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT IS S.U. NIGHT!
Sales, Beauty, Advisors, Leader- Intercommunity Peace and A vti t 1 ryii T*fcT rrr/ aship. Contact Independent Sales Justice Center seeks student $3.50 UrF AiN 1 1 7 PIZZARepresentative Jacqueline Passey eligible for work-study to work
Support Assistant, 10-19hours Brand new Building at 29th and j"'
weekly, $14.47/hr. Need MS Jackson. DirectßusßoutestoS.il. M I imii \
Win$25,0001 ,
forgradschool!
LAW * BUSINESS » GRADUATE • MEDICAL * DENTAL I FREE DELIVERY!! (206)322-94111
1401 p. M ADISON SEATTLE, WA 98122
How do I enter?
Visit kaptest.com/25k
Wbo "ins? [Spectator Personals:
One lucky person will win $25,000 toward the first year
of law, business, graduate, medical or dental school. 7,HeyVal, You're the best Mar:
Where is the drawing? roommate a girl could ask for. I screwed up and I was a pain
The winner will be selected on January 12, 2005 and will be , , f .. consider- in the arse on Wednesday. So,notified by mail/email immediately following the drawing. 1 naiiKt. iui uenig su ouiimuci j
ate. -T what do you think about me
i .gQQ.KAp.Jggf — taking you out for a schmoke,
kaptest com/25k Laguna Beach ladies of Camp. a pancake and a movie to-
-6 are fo serious night?
Angelina, Hey Phoebes...
You're scatter-brained &
STY BOOKS ICongratulations! :) disorganized & you help keep
me sane.
B ■ -Meyling, Amy and Trisha
A bookstore and so much more! Saw you at a meeting last We may stay up late
Monday and I thought you but this we can simply state,
SU Students save 15% everyday on were cute. -Nomaa You're great!
regularly priced books with your C- Thanks for all your hard work.
Student Advantage Card! you look like nos-
trils ! -The staff
1305 Madison Street Send yourpersonals to spectatorpersonals@seattleu.edu
(between Summit & Boylston)
206 682 4334




"Ifyou could change one thing about SU what would it be? "
"They should flood the












7 would change to a
wireless internet from the
ethernet in the dorms."
Sarah Altson, Freshman,
English
"A fleet of golf carts to
transport students around














"Change the guy-girl ratio, tee hee."
Erin Foran, Sophomore,
English/International
Relations
Sarah sjostedt,
Sophomore, Nursing
The Spectator
Oct. 14, 2004
